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ABSTRACT. We prove that the lattice of fuzzy congruences of a group G (resp. ring R) is

isomorphic to the lattice of fuzzy normal subgroups of G (resp. fuzzy ideals of R).
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1. INTRODUCTION.
In [2], Yuan Bo and Wu Wangming investigated the relationship between the fuzzy ideals

and the fuzzy congruences on a distributive lattice, and obtained that the lattice of fuzzy ideals is

isomorphic to the lattice of fuzzy congruences on a generalized Boolean algebra. Our aim in this

paper is to investigate this isomorphism in the varieties of groups and rings. We show that the

lattice of fuzzy normal subgroups (resp. fuzzy ideals) and the lattice of fuzzy congruences on a

group G (resp. ring R) axe isomorphic.

In doing so, we take into account the notions in [2], [3], and [4]. For the sake of

completeness we recall some necessary definitions from [2], [3], and [4].
2. FUZZY NORMAL SUBGROUPS, FUZZY IDEALS AND FUZZY CONGRUENCES.

Throughout this paper, G stands for the group (G,,) with an identity element e, and R
stands for the ring (R, +,.). By fuzzy sets we mean maps from a set X into < [0,1],V,A >,
where [0,1] is the unit interval, xVy max (x,y), and xAy min (x,y).

DEFINITION 2.1. A fuzzy relation 0 on a set X is a fuzzy equivalence relation on X if the

following conditions are satisfied for all x, y, z, in X:
(E): (x, ) ;
(E2): 0(x, y) 0(y, x);
(): (,u) A (u, z) < (, z).
DEFINITION 2.2.

(a) A fuzzy equivalence relation 0 on a group G is a fuzzy congruence on G if the following
condition is satisfied for all x,y, z, in G:

(G): (.z,.) > (,) h (z,t).
(b) A fuzzy equivalence relation 0 on a ring R is a fuzzy congruence on R if the following

two conditions are satisfied for all x, y, z, in R:
(R1): O(x + z,y + t) >_ O(x,y) n O(z,t);
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(R2): O(xz, yt) >_ O(x,y) A O(z,t).
We denote the set of all fuzzy congruences on G (resp. on R) by FC(G) (resp. FC(R)).
LEMMA 2.1. (a) If 0 E FC(G), and x,y,z

_
G, then

(i) 8(x,y) > 8(x,z,y,z) 3, (z,x,z,y);
(ii) O(x-l,y -1) g(x,y).

(b) If 0 FC(R), and x,y,z

_
R, then

(i) O(z,y) > O(x + z,y + z) h O(xz, yz) h O(zx, zy);

(ii) 0(-x,-y)-0(z,y).
PROOF. The proofs of the parts (a) and (b) are similar, so, we prove only part (a).
(a) (i):

(x,) (x,z,- ’,y,,z- ’) > (x,z,,z) / (z- ’,z -’)

Similarly,

=o(,z,,z) (.)

O(x,y) >_ O(z,x,z,y) (2.2)

Therefore, combining (2.1) and (2.2) we get (i).
(ii):

O(X- 1,y- 1) ]> O(X*Z- 1,x’y-1) (by 2.2)

(,x,y- )

>_ O(y,x) (by 2.1)

(, ).

On the other hand;
0(x-’,y-’) _> 0(x,y) (by 2.1)

implies 0(x,y) > 0(x-’,y-1)since x and y are arbitrary elements.

Therefore, (x , y ) O(x, y).
DEFINITION 2.3. (a) If , is a fuzzy set of G, then is a fuzzy normal subgroup of a if

the following conditions are satisfied for all z, y in G:

(N1): I(x*y) > u(x) A/(y);
(N2):/(x-1)
(N3): it(e)=
(N4): #(x,y)= I(y*x).

(b) If u is a fuzzy set of R, then # is a fuzzy ideal of R if the following conditions are satisfied

for all x, y R:

(I1): /(x + y) >/(x) h g(y);
(I2): tt(xy) > it(x) A t(y);
(I3): t(- x)
(I4): (0)= 1;

(I5): tt(xy) > it(x) and t((xy) > it(y).
We denote the set of all fuzzy normal subgroups of G (resp. fuzzy ideals of R) by FN(G)

(resp. FI(R)).
It is clear that the algebraic systems

< Re(G), +,. >, < FI(R), +,. >,
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< FN(G), +,. >, and < FI(R), +,. > are lattices, where the binary operation is just the

intersection of fuzzy congruences (normal subgroups, ideals), and for

t,l,u

_
FI(R), and 01,02 FC(G) (resp. FC(R)), the addition is defined as follows:

,, + , n { FN(G): I > I, u

’1 +t,, n{FI(R):, > , u },and, += n{OE FC(G) (resp. O FC(R)): $8, U2}.

DEFINITION 2.4. (a) Let p E FN(G). Define the fuzzy relation C(p) on G by

C,(p)(x,y)= p(x,y -1) for all x,yG. C,(p)is called the fuzzy relation induced by the fuzzy
normal subgroup p.

(b) Let FI(R). Defin the fuzzy relation C()on R by C()(x,y)= (x-y) for all

x, y R. C() is called the fuzzy relation induced by the fuzzy ideal of R.
LEMMA 2.2. (a) If p FN(G), then C,(p) FC(G);
(b) If E FI(R), then C() FC(R).
PROOF. (a) Put $ C,(g), and let x,y,z,t G.
(El): e(x,x)= #(x,x-’)= #(e)= 1.

(E2)" (z,y) p(z.y- ’) p((z.y-’)-’) p(y.z-’) (y,z).
(E3). (, z) h (z,)= ,(,-’) (,-’)

,(z,z-’,,-’) (,-’) (, ).
()-(,) A (,t)= (,-’)A ,(z,-’)= (-’,)A ,(z,t-’)

,(-’,(,z,t- ’)) ,(x,,t- ’,-’)
,((,z),(,)-’) (z,z, ,).

Thrao, C,(,) FC(a).
(b) Put C,(), =d let , , z,* R.

The prf of El, E2, and 3 are simil to the prf given in part (a).
(R1): (, z) A (,)= (-z) A (-)

((, + )- (z + ))= ( + ,z + t).
(R2): (, zt) (- z) ,((- z) + z(- ))

((- z)) A ,(z(- )).
2 (- z) A (- ) (z, z) (, ).

Th,ao,, C() FC(R).
DEFmITIO 2.5. () Let eFC(G). Dfin a fuzzy subset g=N() of by

g(z) (e,z) for all z e . N() is cled th fuzzy subset induced by .
(b) Lt e FC(R). De fzzy sbsct Z() of R by () (0,) fo, l R. Z() i

cled the fuzzy subset induced by .
LEMA 2.3. () f C(a), thn N()Z FN(a);

(b) f FC(R), the Z()Z FI(R).
PROOF. () Put g N(), =d let x, , Z a.
(N): ,(,) (,,) 2 (,) (,) () A ().
(Ne)" ,(-’) (, -’) (,) (by Lmm e.)

(,)
(N3)" ()= (,)= 1.
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(N4): t(x,y) 8(e,x,y) >_ 8(y-1,x)
> (, x.y)

,(y,z)
Similarly;

,(y..) > ,(x.y)

Combining (2.a) and (2.4) we get (N4).
Therefore, N(O) FN(G).
(b) Put u I(), and let x,y R.

The proofs of (I1)-(I4) are similar to (N1)-(N3) of part (a).
(I5)" u(x) (0,x)= 5(O,x) A (y,y) _< (o, xy) u(xy)

Similarly,

,(y) _<

Combining (2.5) and (2.6) we get (I5).
Therefore, () F(R).
THEOM 2.1. (a) If EN(G), then N(C());

(b) If 0 FC(G), then 0 C (N(a));
(c) If u e El(R), then. (C(.));
(d) If FC(R), then C(I()).

PROOF. (a) Let x be any element in G.

(-’) ,().
(b) Let x,y be any two elements in G. Then

C,(N(O))(,) (0)(,-) 0(, ,-’) k 0(, )

0(, )
On the other hand;

0(,)k 0(.-,)

o(,.-’)= Y(O)(. -) C,(Y(O))(,)

Combining (2.7) and (2.8) we ge 0 C(N(O)).
(c) Let x be y element in R. Then

I(C(.))() c,()(0,) (o- ) (- )

(d) Let x, y be y two elements in R. Then

c(I())(z, ) I()( ) (o, ) (,)

(by Lemma 2.1)

(by Lemma 2.1)
(2.3)

On the other hand;

(2.6)

Then N(Cl(#))(x C,(D)(e,x) (e,x-1)

(by Lemma 2.1)

(2.7)

(by Lemma 2.1)

(2.8)

(by Lemma 2.1)

(x,y) (2.9)

(, u) > ( u,o)

(o,x- y) I()(x- y) c(I())(x,y)

Combining (2.9) and (2.10) we get C2(I()).
LEMMA 2.4. Let l,tt E FN(G) (resp. FI(R)), and 01,0

_
Re(G) (resp. FC(R)). Then

(a) ttx c_ u implies that Cl(tl) C_ Cx(#2 (resp. C2(tl) C_ C(#)).
(b) 01 C_ 02 implies that Y(01) C Y(02) (resp. I(0)C_ I(O)).

(by Lemma 2.1)

(2.10)
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PROOF. Trivial.

3. THE MAIN RESULT.
PROPOSITION 3.1. (a) Let O,,O E FC(G). Then

(i) N(e, e) N(O,)
(ii) W(O, + 0) N(O,) + N(O).

(b) Let ,, FC(R). Then

(ii) l(@ + 2) 1($)+ 1(2).
PROOF. (a) Let z G.

N(O(x) N(O2)(x (m(01) 7(02))(x ).
(ii) Since 0, G 0, + 0(i 1,2), it follows by Lemma 2.4 that m(#,)G N(0 + 02)(z 1,2).

Hence, m(8) + X(#2) N(0 + 02).
Moreover, if is any fuzzy normal subgroup of G containing N(I) and N(82), then by

Lemma 2.4 C(N(#,))C()(i= 1,2). nt as O,=c,(m(e,))(i= 1,2), we have

(, 1,2). Ths; 0 + 82 C(). Hence, N(O + 02) N(C())= . Therefore.
X(O, + 0) N(0,) +
(b) Similar to (a).
THEOM 3.1. (a) < FC(G), +,. > < FN(G), +,. >

(b) <FC(a), +,. > <re(n), +, >.

PROOF. (a) Define the function f: FC(G)FN(G) by f(O)= N(#) for 0 FC(G).
By Proposition 3.1, f is a lattice homomorphism.

To prove that is onto, let FN(G). Then in view of Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 we have
0 C() FC(G) such that f(#)= f(C(V))= N(C()) desired.

To complete the proof we assume that 8,82 in FC(G) such that f(0)= f(82). Then

X(e) X(#2), and thus, C(N(O))= C2(N(02)). It follows by Theorem 2.1 0 02, which shows
that f is one-to-one. Hence the result follows.

(b) Simil to (a).
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